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Meyer Hotshot
The Meyer Hotshot promises to last season after season. The polypropylene
hopper, spinner, gear cover, and wheel hubs will never rust. The handle, legs,
and framing are powder coated with a weather resistant epoxy.

The Hotshot’s low center of gravity, wide stance, and 10” pneumatic wheels
make it easy to push and maneuver in snow and slush. The Hotshot also
cuts work time in half over smaller consumer oriented units by boasting an
effective spread pattern of 12 feet.

Included are items normally offered as expensive options with other brands.
A fitted hopper cover comes standard and will keep the spreader material
dry and contained during use and transportation. A stainless steel side baffle
allows you to cut off the flow of material on the right side of the unit for
precise placement along sidewalks and driveways.

The Hotshot is ideal for the professional looking to equip a fleet of trucks
affordably without sacrificing performance. This unit is a sturdy, large
capacity spreader offering professional performance at an affordable price.

Features:
• Rust proof  polypropylene components for superior strength, flexibility, and cold

impact resistance.
• Large 1.3 cubic foot capacity holds 70 lbs. of salt, sand, seed and other free

flowing material.
• 10” diameter pneumatic tire reduces push effort even in snow and slush.
• Rust proof composite rim protects against rain and salt.
• Heavy-duty gear cover with quick disassembly allows easy servicing.
• Large, heavy-duty, adjustable gears made from Nylatron GS for superior wear and

strength.
• Gear Ratio is set for optimum impeller speed at a normal walking speed of 2-1/2

mph.
• Axel and Wheel Bearings provide self-lubrication with excellent wear and load

carrying performance.
• Tough, durable powder coat withstands the harshest of conditions.

The new Meyer Hotshot spreaders are the perfect companion to a commercial landscaper’s work truck. These spreaders are
compact and durable. Manufactured with materials designed to withstand the extreme temperatures, moisture, and corrosive
material of winter grounds maintenance. They are also built to take the wear-and-tear of year-round use and repetitive loading
and unloading. The Meyer Hotshot and Hotshot HD both offer the features that landscapers, contractors, and grounds
maintenance professionals come to expect in a professional grade piece of equipment. Whether equipping a fleet or an
individual truck, winter or summer applications, the Meyer Hotshot or Hotshot HD are valuable additions to any work truck.

Meyer Hotshot HD
The Hotshot HD is the ultimate broadcast spreader. It offers maximum
protection against the elements. Featuring a stainless steel framing system
and rust proof polypropylene components, the Meyer Hotshot HD is the most
rust and weather resistant push spreader on the market. These materials are
also strong and impact resistant even in the coldest temperatures.

Further adding to the durability and ruggedness of the spreader is an
oversized stainless steel axel and a welded tubular frame measuring almost
an inch thick. The gear box is heavy-duty and easy to remove making
maintenance quick and easy.

Included are items normally offered as expensive options with other brands.
A fitted hopper cover comes standard and will keep the spreader material
dry and contained during use and transportation. A stainless steel side baffle
allows you to cut off the flow of material on the right side of the unit for
precise placement along sidewalks and driveways.

Thirteen inch wheels make it easy to push even in snow and slush; it has a
longer handle that is ergonomically designed to reduce operator fatigue.

This unit is designed to outlast and outperform the competition and is  a
necessity for the landscape professional looking to own an elite piece of
equipment.

Features:
• Rust proof  polypropylene components for superior strength, flexibility, and cold

impact resistance.
• Large 1.3 cubic foot capacity holds 70 lbs. of salt, sand, seed and other free

flowing material.
• 13” diameter pneumatic tire reduces push effort even in snow and slush.
• Rust proof composite rim protects against rain and salt.
• Handle and Brace reduce operator fatigue. They are ergonomically contoured,

longer heavy duty design provide walking clearance and less push effort.
• Heavy-duty gear cover with quick disassembly allows easy servicing.
• Large, heavy-duty, adjustable gears made from Nylatron GS for superior wear and

strength.
• Gear Ratio is set for optimum impeller speed at a normal walking speed of 2-1/2

mph.
• Axel and Wheel Bearings provide self-lubrication with excellent wear and load

carrying performance.


